Consent is about communicating your needs,
desires, and boundaries, while understanding and
honoring others’ needs, desires, and boundaries.
We’ve shortened it here as Ask First because it’s often
really that simple. Are you unsure of how something
might be received? Ask First! & respect the answer.
Most people think of consent as something
connected to just sexual/physical situations -- but
consent can empower ourselves and others not
only in our personal relationships but also our
communities.
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Asking First before doing something that could
affect someone’s else experience is an important part
of developing consent culture. In a consent-based
culture, we are trusted to be the best judge of our own
wants and needs, and we are confident that others
will respect our boundaries.
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Here’s some other ways to think about it. Planned
Parenthood came up with acronym for consent that is
particularly useful in physical/sexual interactions:

Informed: You can only consent to something if
you have all the facts. For example, if someone
says they’ll use a condom and then they don’t,
there isn’t full consent.
Enthusiastic: When it comes to sex, you
should do stuff you WANT to do, not things
people expect you to do. If someone doesn’t
seem enthusiastic (meaning happy, excited, or
energized), stop and check in.

Freely given: It’s not okay to pressure, trick, or
threaten someone into saying yes. And you can’t
give consent if you’re drunk, high, or passed out.
Reversible: It’s okay to say yes and then change
your mind — at any time! Even if you’ve done it
before, and even if you’re both naked in bed.
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FRIES from: http://www.plannedparenthood.org/
learn/teens/sex/all-about-consent

Specific: Saying yes to one thing (like going to
the bedroom to make out) doesn’t mean you’re
saying yes to other things (like having sex).

We also think having consent be clearly
communicated is very important! Most of this
time, this means stated vocally & out loud to
each other, but there are times (like when you’ve
been with/known someone for a while) that other
cues like body language can be affirmative. It takes
time to learn what people’s cues are, so if you’re at all
unsure, Ask First!
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That said, consent is certainly not just for
sexual activities. There’s many ways of looking at it
as an ongoing dialogue that can help clarify a variety
of situations and strengthen all of our connections.
Consent can be also defined as*:
- an ongoing physical and emotional process
between people who are willing, equally free of
coercion, communicating unambiguously, and
sincere in their desires.
- a mutual agreement to be fully present
with one another throughout all interactions, to
prioritize both yourself and your partners’ needs,
and to understand that someone may choose to
disengage from the experience at any time.
- commitment to learning your partners’ cues
(verbal and nonverbal), agreeing on how and
when to engage in what activities, and checking
in on how all people are feeling throughout and
afterward (including yourself!)
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*by Harvard University’s Office of Sexual Assault
Prevention & Response:
http://osapr.harvard.edu/creating-culture-consent
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We think this is a great & useful explanation
because it gives a broader picture of consent beyond
sex, creating space for us to develop a culture that
values consent in all of our interactions.

wonderful, right? Certainly a lot less confusing!
Developing that culture starts with the little things,
so that we get into the habit of communicating our
needs and respecting other’s boundaries.

Some examples of how to put this into practice
include:

So try it out. Being open about your needs, setting
clear boundaries, and checking in with people when
you’re unsure can help make you a better friend,
lover, and person. We’re all an ongoing work in
progress, and can improve through practice.

- checking in before joining someone on the
dance floor
- asking if hugs are all right from someone
you’re meeting for the first time
- letting someone know if food you’re giving
them has additives or allergens, or if a drink
contains alcohol
- asking before take someone’s photograph
and posting it online
- letting your nephew decide whether or not to
hug and kiss Aunt Martha

Perhaps these seem extreme right now, but imagine
a world where everyone’s needs and desires are much
more clearly understood and honored...
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consent for kids video:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3nhM9UlJjc

You can take my picture,
but don’t share it online.
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me, I said kiss me.”
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I don’t want ____, but I would like ____ instead.
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if they are too inebriated to drive, they
are too inebriated to give consent
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Bystander intervention isn’t just for making sure
someone gets home safe to prevent sexual assault -it’s also useful for interrupting and preventing street
harassment, bullying, and other forms of violence.
The important thing here is to trust your gut, and
make sure to keep yourself safe too.

- Be aware if someone is deliberately trying to
intoxicate, isolate, or corner someone else. Get
in the way by creating a distraction, drawing
attention to the situation, or separating them.

- Don’t just be a bystander – if you see
something that looks like it might be a bad
situation it probably is. Trust your gut and look
out for others.
- Speak up. Ask someone who looks like
they may need help if they’re okay. If you’re
not comfortable intervening on your own, get
someone to help you - enlist a friend, bartender,
or fellow bystander to help step in.
- Keep an eye on someone who has had too
much to drink. If you see someone who is too
intoxicated to consent, enlist their friends to
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help them leave safely.
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RAINN (Rape, Abuse, Incest National Network) If you or someone you know was sexually assaulted

We know these are basic building blocks, but
they’re important ones -- communicating your
needs, respecting other’s boundaries, and
watching out for others can help strengthen
consent in our communities + beyond.
We got this, together!

and needs someone to talk to, the National Sexual
Assault Hotline is a free 24-hour phone service that
anonymously pairs you with a counselor.
www.rainn.org
1-800-656-HOPE (4673)
The 11th Principle: Consent! is working to
spread awareness, spark conversations, and create
positive enthusiastic experiences about consent in
burning man communities and elsewhere. Check ‘em
out on facebook under “11th Principle: Consent”
or at www.11thprincipleconsent.org
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Scarleteen is full of resources for anyone at any
age who wants to learn more about navigating consent, sex, health, and relationships.
www.scarleteen.com
Captain Awkward isn’t specifically just consent
focused, but she has lots of advice and dialogue
suggestions about communicating and respecting
boundaries in sooo many situations -- work, life,
friendships, & more!
www.captainawkward.com
YWCA Metropolitan Chicago provides
assistance to victims of sexual assault, educates
about the effects of violence in our community and
promotes general health and wellness through their
Sexual Violence Support Services.
312-372-6600
www.ywcachicago.org
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Ask: Building Consent is a book edited by
Kitty Stryker, dedicated to asking how consent (and lack
thereof) can impact our lives in and out of the bedroom -in our schools, legal system, communities, and more.

www.consentculture.com
Not On My Watch an awesome illustrated zine
about bystander intervention by artist Isabella
Rotman, whose other work often deals with sex,
nature, the ocean, and loneliness.
www.isabellarotman.com
/not-on-my-watch/
I also put up random consent + burner related posts
at askfirstfuckyeah.tumblr.com

have ideas about
creating consent culture?
send ‘em my way --

askfirstfckyeah@gmail.com
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